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“ Firstly, thank you for considering

When you join a visual

Tailwind Group as a creative partner

communication agency you

and for reading this document that’s

Hello.
We’re a visual communications agency that helps
businesses and brands achieve more with the content
we create. Working with a wide range of clients across
a multitude of projects and industry sectors, we keep
our core values of creativity and collaboration at the
heart of our operation, delivering powerful ideas and
content which underpin the success of our clients brand
strategies. We have become a trusted creative partner
to the largest UK businesses & organisations for over 10
years, producing compelling communications videos that
captivate audiences, inspire action and drive results in a

been put together by our wonderful
creative team. This document is 10 years

Meet the team.

must be not only highly skilled,

Operating from two offices in London and Bedford, our dedicated team have

all got a proven track record

unique skill sets and are experts in their fields. We’re excellent communicators

in working with our clients to

and believe in building strong partnerships.

develop creative solutions to all

but also be an excellent
communicator. Our team have

in the making. Whilst we can’t show you
over 3000+ films we’ve made in the past,
this pack features some of our most
recent, distinguished projects we’ve

their communication needs. We

had the pleasure of producing. We love

never stop challenging ourselves

what we do and we’re excited to have

as we strive to find better ways to

to opportunity to share who we are and

do what we do.

what we’ve made with you today. ”
Bill Graves
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Commercial Director

Aaron Howard
Creative Director

Tim Lewis

Director of Post-Production

communications videos for
Tesco, Philips, Currys PC World

fast and effective manner.
The company has developed from simple video

Having made internal

and many more, we’ve got the
right experience to help you form

Click play to watch our 2019 showreel.

a strategy that is guaranteed

communications to developing extensive communication

to deliver the right messages

campaigns for brands, events, learning and

for your chosen audience,
Rob Collins

development, design. From TV to training. Its been

Senior Producer

Andrew Marshall
Video & Events Producer

Lexy Anderson
Producer

James Shaw
Producer

whether for induction videos,

exciting and enjoyable and we love what we do, and we

customer testimonials or anything

love helping our clients achieve more with Tailwind.

in between. Working with a
wide range of clients across a

Make your brand stand out and engage with your

multitude of projects and industry

audience. By working collaboratively we help you to

sectors, we keep our core values

evaluate your requirements and deliver a focused

of creativity and collaboration at

strategy. Whether working on a single channel or across a

Adam Gardener
Head of Events & Exhibitions

whole range, our tried and tested methods get results.
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Michelle Wright
Production Coordinator

Chris Forsdike
Filmmaker

Kelly Sambridge
Designer

the heart of our operation.

Case Study - Shooting in 4K

What is 4K?

It may feel like 4K is a resolution only used for Hollywood
feature films or beautiful documentaries, but in a world
where we always thrive to deliver the best image
quality possible we can get our hands on, everyone
wants to push towards 4K resolution as a format used
in every filming possibility. The benefits are evident
straight away - sharper image quality and future proofing
content, but there is a lot more that we can all benefit
from by using 4K on future filming projects.

Future Proof Content.

Delivery Options.

4K resolution allows the ability to future

It is evident with 4k that the final output

proof the content and the final video

is a cleaner sharper image, not putting

file. It is coherent to identify that we are

limitations on the overall end delivery of

already refusing to use content that is

the content or film. It allows for delivery

captured in a much lesser resolution or

onto larger screen displays and gives you

bit rate. Anything less than 1080p or 720p

confidence that the image will hold up a

resolution, almost seems a waste to use.

lot better through a large projector at an
event or expo.

Case Study - Shooting in 4K

Flexibility

One of the major advantages of shooting 4K, is the further
flexibility both in production and in post. Initially it allows
an interview setup to be captured with 2 final angles in

It won’t be long before that is the case

mind, with utilising only one camera. By taking a wide

with HD content, in a modern world

from the camera and then punching into the image

using 4K and even 8K resolution as its

by up to twice as much in post, it offers up 2 angles

standard format. 1080p HD footage will

and allows us to create a seamless final interview edit,

be deferred from use and will require re

removing any mistakes in between dialogue.

capturing in 4K or 8K.

Further flexibility in post allows us to add motion, in the
By shooting all content in 4K, it will allow a stock library

means of glide shots or soft pan movements. As the

of generic views and cutaways of reusable footage to

footage is so sharp, it allows us to zoom in slightly and add

be utilised for any future project. It is always handy to

motion to the image, creating a bit more energy to either

draw upon a wide shot or drone shot of a location far

a static interview shot or even b roll shots. It also allows for

afield, or of a unique event that is very near impossible to

stabilizing potentially unusable B roll content captured,

replicate.

if there is a scenario where the subject is moving, or the
footage is captured from a moving vehicle or just overall

There is nothing more frustrating than having that content

very frantic in motion. By being able to move in slightly to

stored away in a library of footage that is filmed in an

the footage, we can stabilize it and make it useable and

outdated video resolution. To be used further down the

finally very presentable content for the final film.

line on a larger scale project reflecting on previously shot
content.
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Silent Imagery.
Another advantage of shooting in 4K is

Case Study - Shooting in 4K

Photography
4K output is the equivalent of an 8.8 MP still in
each frame. Now you might say 8.8MP file is not
big enough, but the question of image file quality is
ultimately answered by another question: how will the
images be used - where do most of your images end
up? If your answer is the internet, or social media, then in

the possibility of completely silent image
capture. You will no longer draw the
attention away from the beautiful bride
in the middle of a wedding ceremony
with sound of your clunky shutter button.
By being able to grab the frame you
best wish, you have the range of multiple
moments and angles on any given
situation, providing the content captured
the right way.

reality, these files are still too big. For proper usage on the
internet, you would still have to compress those files even
further.

thank
you.

With the footage being captured at a resolution of

We would like to thank you for

4096 x 2160 pixels, it is comparable to a very dynamic

taking the time to learn a little bit

10-megapixel photography camera. Therefore, allowing

about shooting in 4K and we would

the ability to grab freeze frames of any video and turn

love to hear about what you would

them into usable still images for repurposing. This has

like to show the world.

prooved to be particulary useful for social media for use
in stories, or for posting a frame from the film with a link to
it in the description or post.

www.tailwind.group
The stills can be utilised for a variety of mediums

contact@tailwind.group

from social media, advertorial to training brochures.
They’re even high enough resolution for large posters.

london +44 (0) 20 7012 1774
bedford +44 (0) 1234 780 116
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thank
you.
We would like to thank you for
taking the time to learn a little bit
about shooting in 4K and we would
love to hear about what you would
like to show the world.

www.tailwind.group
contact@tailwind.group
london +44 (0) 20 7012 1774
bedford +44 (0) 1234 780 116

